The versatility of the hybrid-mixed variational formulation is illustrated in both infinitesimal and finite deformation problem.
Application of symmetry group theory criteria ensures stability and coordinate-invariance in linear and quadratic elements, the performance of which is examined in distortions studies.
For large deformation thin plate analysis with the restrictions of moderately large rotations and the Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, a hybrid-mixed incremental variational formulation is developed and its results are compared with series solutions to typical plate problems. The method involves a polar decomposition of the deformation gradient into orthogonal rigid rotation and symmetrical stretch tensors. The semilinear elastic isotropic material properties are defined in terms of symmetrized ~iot-~urec (Jaumann) stress and new objective bending strain measures.
A modified Newton-Raphson technique is employed in the linearized iterative solution procedure.
Introduction
By incorporating extra parameters for stresses and other variables, the hybrid-mixed formulation gives greater flexibility than the displacement method in modeling typical solid mechanics problems. Although considerable freedom exists in choosing element properties, such essential features as stability and coordinate-invariance must be specifically introduced to the formulation within a computationally optimal framework. Instability, or the presence of kinematic modes, arises when the element strains, derived from the assumed displackment field, are orthogonal to the assumed stresses.
Criteria can be developed for the stress field, through the application of symmetry group theory [ I ] , which not only ensure the eradication of these spurious, zero energy modes but also guarantee coordinate-invariance in the element.
Furthermore, an optimal least-order number of stress polynomials may readily be chosen from the resulting irreducible invariant stress subspaces.
Derivations of stress and strain subspaces for linear and quadratic serendipity elements in two and three-dimensions are presented in [ 2 , 3 , 4 ] with accompanying lists * Now with General Motors Research Laboratories **Regentsv Professor of Mechanics of satisfactory stress subspace selections.
The popularity of the finite element method owes much to the capabilities of isoparametric elements in accommodating distorted geometries and curved boundaries. However, stress subspaces based upon symmetry group theory are exact only in perfect squares and cubes, due to the symmetry postulates.
They can, nevertheless, form astute approximations in distorted elements also, whether as an a priori equilibrated cartesian stress field in a hybrid-stress variational functional [51 or as a posteriori equilibrated stresses in a Hellinger-Reissner format 161.
By posing least-order stresses as components in different vector systems, an even more extensive set of approximations can be generated.
The robustness of these options can be effectively established in distorted cantilever studies of each element type.
The area of finite deformation thin plate analysis is considerably more involved than the foregoing linear theory, especially when significant rotations take place.
For present purposes it suffices to neglect shear effects by invoking the Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses and the assumption of plane stress.
Other convenient simplifications include a restriction to semilinear isotropic elasticity and the moderately large rotations of Von Karman plate theory.
A thorough investigation of appropriate stress and strain measures appears in [ 7 ] and, these are incorporated into rigorously derived stress and conjugate strain plate resultants. These approximations lead to the working expression: should have, as its non-trivial solutions, only the r rigid body modes q (rb = 1,2,..r).
By virtue of the divergencgb theorem and the equilibrated stress field Uij this expression can be written as: r /-Expression (1.11) vanishes for the r rigid body modes, but clearly it must be positive for the remaining (d -r) eigenmodes. Two criteria now emerge in relation to element stability. The first requires that the stress field a be nonorthogonal to the strain field _E for all ( d -r ) nonrigid modes, while the second determines the minimum, or least-order, number of stress parameters.
The rank of _k can at most be the minimum of (s, d -r); and since a rank of d -r is essential for elimination of spurious mechanisms, the value of s must satisfy:
The least-order choice s = d -r gives suitably low stiffness and minimizes the computational requirements of the finite element algorithm. Addressing the first requirement, i. e. nonorthogonality of stress and strain, a direct approach might involve assembling a E matrix from complete equilibrated stress polynomials and strain tensors derived by differentiation of the assumed displacement field. Gaussian elimination would then establish the rank of _G and identify nonessential stress modes.
The tedium of this procedure and the additional constraint of coordinate invariance suggests the investigation of alternative techniques.
The dual requirements of nonorthogonality and coordinate invariance lend themselves to a solution based upon symmetry groups, a theory which has had a very successful history of application in mathematics, physics, and crystallography [I] .
Although applying strictly to perfect squares and cubes only, it nevertheless serves to motivate a set of astute approximations for distorted elements through the present hybrid-stress principle and the forthcoming Hellinger-Reissner version. Using concepts of irreducibility and invariance under symmetry transformations, the method generates stable invariant stress subspaces and a convenient quasi-diagonal G matrix from which various competent least-order selections can easily be made.
In illustration a four-noded square element has the following stable invariant stress subspaces:
This elementary case has five least-order stress parameters, since d = 8 and r = 3; and two choices are available: gl, 9, 0 3 and either 05(1) or o5 (2).
However, only the selection with G5(2) has a representative linear stress field. Full details of the theory, its accompanying algebra and stable invariant stress subspaces are presented in 121 for eight-noded cubes, [ 3 ] for 20-noded cubes and four-noded squares, and [4] for eight-noded square elements.
In exact form, least-order cartesian stress subspaces are confined to perfect geometries, but it is reasonable to expect a good approximation when they are applied to elements of moderate distortion as well, using a local cartesian coordinate system.
Further approximations for the versatile and well-known isoparametric family of elements are obtained by expressing the stress polynomials in terms of the element's natural curvilinear coordinates
5'.
The resulting stress field can be equilibrated a posteriori through the following Hellinger-Reissner variational functional: where _L is the matrix of (1.4).
With 5 in this form functional (1.14) reduces to working expression (1.1~) and the derivation follows the hybrid-stress formulation exactly thereafter.
Since the stress tensor is not required to satisfy equilibrium a priori in this formulation, considerable latitude exists in the choice of base vectors for the uij(<k) stress polynomial approximations.
The 
where To is the midsurface deformation gradient. as Lagrange multipliers, must be included to ensure traction and moment reciprocity. The stationarity condition of F 3 accordingly yields the Euler-Lagrange equations: produced, convergence being achieved through a modified Newton-Raphson iteration scheme with sufficiently small step sizes.
Numerical Results
In evaluating isoparametric least-order hybrid elements, the performance in distorted geometries is critical; and this can be conveniently established in the moment-loaded cantilevers of Figs. 1 to 4 .
The notations LP4:l-APR, LP4:l-APO, LP4:l-APC, LP4:l-APS, and DP4 are used to denote least-order a priori equilibrated, a posteriori equilibrated cartesian, a posteriori curvilinear, a posteriori centroidal, and displacement method formulations, respectively, in four-noded plane elements. A similar convention applies to the other two-(LP) and three-dimensional (LO) elements, and the particular stress selections, containing essential constant and linear stress states, are detailed in [4, 12] . Exact Gaussian quadrature is employed throughout.
A distortion sensitivity study for four-noded elements, involving a two-element 10 x 2 x 1 cantilever, appears in Fig. 1 . The mode of distortion of the mest and the graph of tip deflection against distortion parameter (100Al~) is shown for the four proposed least-order formulations and the displacement method.
All of these elements stiffen drastically with distortion; and, whereas the a posteriori curvilinear formulation (LP4:2-APC) recovers somewhat at extreme values of (LOOAIL), the displacement method is poor throughout.
However, the greater capabilities of quadratic plane elements are immediately apparent from Fig. 2 , where formulations LP8:l-APR and LP8:l-APS are remarkably resilient at all values of (100A/L). Formulation LP8:l-APC becomes unreliable at extreme distortions and neither LP8:l-APO nor the displacement method can maintain their integrity over the full test range .
The behaviour of three-dimensional elements (Fig. 3.4) is entirely analogous to that of the preceding plane versions, with a robust performance by L08:7-APC in eight-noded bricks and excellent results from all 20-noded least-order elements.
Turning to finite deformation problems, one quadrant of a square plate is analyzed using four elements (Fig. 5 ) in functional F 3 of (2.14).
To compare with series solutions by Levy [9,10], edges must remain straight and deflections are such that lateral pressure is sensibly unchanged in direction (i. e. conservative). For simply-supported boundary conditions, the results of F 3 (Fig. 6 ) agree quite well with the series solution initially but deviate on the stiff side at higher loadings.
The deviation is smaller when inplane edge restraint is applied (Fig. 7) and is least of all in the rigidly clamped case (Fig. 8) .
With regard to stress resultants in (e.g.) the simply-supported plate, the corner (A) and center (D) membrane stresses (Fig. 9 ) correlate well with Levy.
The large twisting moment $12 at A is also good (Fig. 10) ; but center moment srll is up to 30% too small.
Buckling from an irrotational fundamental state is produced by uniform uniaxial compression of the simply-supported plate and the graph of center transverse displacement (Fig. ll) , with magnified early postbuckling behaviour (Fig. 121, shows outstanding agreement with series results. Considering Figures 13 & 14 , the compressive stress snll and twisting moment sr12 at A (the largest stresses in the buckled plate) are underestimated.
However, at D the membrane compression snll and bending moment srll are almost perfectly modeled.
A comprehensive treatment of these problems appears in [14] .
Conclusions
Problems of kinematic mechanisms and coordinate invariance in infinitesimal deformation mixed-hybrid elements are effectively eliminated by the application of symmetry group theory.
The method generates stable invariant stress polynomials from which optimal least-order representative stress selections can be made. For isoparametric elements, these selections from the basis of a set of tensor approximations, of which the a priori equilibrated cartesian, in a hybrid-stress variational formulation, and the a posteriori centroidal, in a Hellinger-Reissner format, are the most successful. Whereas quadratic least-order elements are the most accurate in distorted geometries, the superiority of the mixed-hybrid approach is most pronounced, relative to the displacement method, in the linear versions.
The viability of a complementary energy incremental variational formulation for finite deformations of thin plates is firmly established through use of the symmetrized ~i o t -~u r 6 (Jaumann) stress measure.
No difficulties are encountered in satisfying a priori orthogonality of the rigid rotation tensor, equilibrium of the stress field, and convergence of the modified Newton-Raphson solution scheme. The algorithm is quite versatile and performs well for both inplane buckling and lateral pressure loadings, with excellent displacements, good membrane stresses, and reasonable moment-resultants throughout.
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